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IFPI is the voice of the recording industry 
worldwide, representing over 8,000 record company 
members across the globe. We work to promote the 
value of record music, campaign for the rights of 
record producers and expand the commercial uses of 
record music around the world. 

About IFPI►
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INTRODUCTION

METHODOLOGY
IFPI’s Engaging with Music 2022 explores the ways that people listen to, 
discover, and engage with music around the world. It is the largest music-
focused consumer study worldwide.

The study was carried out amongst a demographically representative 
sample of the online population aged 16-64 in the following territories: 
Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, 
Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Poland, South Africa, South Korea, 
Spain, Sweden, UK and USA. The study was also conducted amongst 
16–44-year-olds in China, India, Indonesia, and Nigeria. As in 2021, results 
from China and India are not included in “global” figures cited in this report 
as the size of these countries would have a considerable impact on the 
weighted average figures used. Results from Indonesia and Nigeria are not 
included in global figures as the countries were newly added to the survey 
in 2022. Case studies for each of these four countries are provided at the 
end of this report. 

In 2021, IFPI’s analysis included results from Russia. This country was not 
included in the study in 2022. Because of this, any trending between 2021 
and 2022 is between the nineteen countries used for the global figure in 
2021 and, for 2022, the same countries excluding Russia. 

In total, over 44,000 internet users were surveyed with higher numbers 
of respondents in larger markets. Samples of 1,000, 2,000, or 4,000 
respondents per market were set in accordance with online population size 
and demographic structure, as determined by the latest respective census 
data in each territory. This ensured that a standard error of +/- 3% was 
achieved throughout the data at a 95% confidence level. Study design, 
construction, and analysis was conducted by IFPI with fieldwork organised 
by AudienceNet. 

Totals for charts in this report may not add up to 100% where relevant 
because of rounding.

The 22 countries surveyed accounted for 89% of global recorded 
music market revenues in 2021. Fieldwork took place between June and 
September 2022.

This global report, Engaging with Music 2022, demonstrates 
the central role music plays in enriching so many different 
parts of our lives.  

Based on research conducted with more than 44,000 music 
fans across 22 countries, this is the largest music study of its 
kind.  It shows how music engagement is thriving, driven by 
new genres, new formats and an increasingly rich mix of new 
ways that people can engage with music today. 

One of the most exciting, burgeoning areas on which this 
report shines a light is music’s evolving role in boosting our 
mental and physical well-being, soundtracking activities from 
running to meditation and beyond. 

It also demonstrates the growing power of local genres, and 
the impressive breadth of music that is consumed across 
the globe: from the continuing popularity of K-pop, C-pop, 
and J-pop, to Afrobeats, and the enduring power of Pop and 
Hip-Hop. 

The report also examines the importance of music in 
shaping our engagement with film and television and creating 
completely new experiences within gaming platforms. 

However, despite the wide array of licensed services 
available to music fans, unauthorised use of creators’ content 
stubbornly persists.  This harms those who create and invest 
in music and disrupts the healthy ecosystem that enables 
both emerging and established artists to achieve creative 
and commercial success.

As IFPI and its member record companies continue to work 
to tackle the issue of content protection, this report serves 
as a healthy reminder of the true global importance and 
value of music, and the need to protect and support it. 

None of this would be possible without record companies 
and their passion for, and continued investment in, great 
artists and their music. After all, it is record companies 
that discover and support new artists, help develop music 
technology innovations and license new and emerging music 
services that strengthen the connection between artists and 
fans.

We hope that you enjoy exploring the ways in which people 
engage with and delight in music in every corner of the 
world. 

Frances Moore 
Chief Executive, IFPI

" Music has the unique 
power to entertain us, 
inspire us, console us, 
and even heal us."
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A GLOBAL SNAPSHOT 
OF MUSIC ENGAGEMENT
IN 2022

The music engagement mix►

Based on research conducted by IFPI across 22 of 
the world’s leading music markets, this report 
highlights people’s continued appetite and passion 
for music, shining a light on the pivotal role it 
plays in so many different areas of our lives. 

46%
listened to music using 

subscription audio 
streaming

20.1 hours

58% 32%

Time spent listening to music each week 
(up from 18.4 hours in 2021)

That’s the equivalent of listening 
to an additional 34 3-minute 
songs per week in 2022

6+

8+
different methods to 
engage with music

On average, people use

different genres of  
music on average

People listen to

have watched a music-
focused TV show or film 

in the last month

have watched a music 
livestream such as a concert 

in the last month

use unlicensed or illegal ways 
to listen to or obtain music

69%
say music is important  
to their mental health

50%
use short form video apps

30%
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Ad-supported 
audio streaming
(e.g. ad-supported tiers  
of Spotify and Deezer)

8%

Video streaming
(e.g. YouTube, Daily 

Motion, Niconico)

19%

Short form 
video apps
(e.g. TikTok)

8%
Social media 
platforms 
(e.g. Facebook, Instagram)

5%

Music on the radio
(broadcast live, catch up, 
internet radio stations)

17%

Purchased music
(e.g. CDs, vinyl, DVDs, 
digital downloads)

10%

Live music
(including livestreaming)

4%

Subscription audio streaming
(e.g. Spotify Premium,  Apple Music, Melon)  

24%
Other forms of 
music listening

(TV, on-demand premium 
video services such as Netflix, 

music swapped with family 
and friends)  

6%



SUBSCRIPTION AUDIO
REMAINS POPULAR
AROUND THE WORLD

Paid subscription audio 
streaming continues to 
grow across the globe, 
driven by listeners desire 
to search for and listen 
to their favourite songs 
and artists, advertisement 
free and on demand. 

The top three reasons why people subscribed to a music 
streaming service focused on uninterrupted and on-
demand access to the millions of licensed tracks available: 

The use of subscription audio streaming
was highest in younger demographics

Listeners enjoyed the ability to choose from the millions
of licensed tracks available on streaming services

There was growth in time spent listening 
to music  on subscription audio streaming 
services, which  reaffirms music fans’ 
strong attraction to streaming.

10% 56% 53% 50% The top three ways in which 
people chose music more 
often focused on access 
to the vast and rich library 
of music available than 
the curation offered by 
streaming services:

16-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64

said they search for 
specific songs more 
than once a week

said they listen 
to playlists they 
created more than 
once a week

said they search for 
a specific artist more 
than once a week

01

02

03

(In the last month)

   1. Sweden   56%

   2. UK   52%

   3. USA   51%

   4. Germany   51% 

   5. Mexico   50%

Top 5 countries most engaged 
with paid subscription

►

No adverts 
interrupting 
the music

I can listen to 
what I want 
when I wantAccess to 

millions of 
songs

(In the last month)

54% 56% 44% 26% 36% 

The top three reasons►

►

►

74% 
of people said they listen 
to music  through licensed 
audio streaming  services 
(subscription and 
ad-supported) 
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MUSIC IS INTEGRAL
TO PEOPLE’S MENTAL
AND PHYSICAL
WELLBEING

Around the world, music continues 
to play an increasingly important 
role in people’s wellbeing – both 
in terms of supporting our mental 
health and also soundtracking and 
motivating our physical activity. 

of people say music 
is important to their 

mental health

69%

Music plays a fundamental role in
soundtracking our physical activities 

Paid streaming users

Women

Millennials (Gen Y)

76% 

72% 

70% 

of people say music is 
important when they 

exercise

69%
People that use music to soundtrack 
their chosen physical activity:

88% 83% 73% 
Running Yoga Cycling

This is highest in:►

►

$
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THERE ARE MORE
WAYS THAN EVER
FOR PEOPLE
TO ENGAGE WITH
MUSIC TODAY
Fans are engaging with music 
in growing and diverse ways - 
from the continuing popularity 
of short-form video to in-game 
experiences. 

Over three-quarters of people 
think there are more ways to 

listen to music than ever before

This figure is higher in older generations who 
have experienced the growth and evolution of 

music listening habits

76%
of 55-64 year olds believe 

this to be the case

80%

different methods to 
engage with music

On average, people use

6
Fans are excited to discover the enormous range of new music
that is released each week across a wide variety of formats 

of 16-24s discover a new 
music artist at least weekly50%

This was highest in 16-24s (7.7)

  1. Video streaming 82%

  2. Audio streaming 74%

  3. Radio   71%

  4. Short form video 68% 

  5. Social media  49%

The top 5 ways that people
engage with music are: 

►

►
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of gamers watched a 
virtual music concert on 
a gaming platform in the 

last three months

 of people use short 
form video apps

(Usage in the last month)

Music was central to 63% of all 
the time spent watching videos 

on short form video apps.

44%

50%
63%

Music continues to play an important
role in people’s gaming habits

Short form video continues
to prove popular

Music plays a vital role in what
people are watching around the world

21%
of all 16-24s watched a virtual music 
concert on a gaming platform in the 

last three months

   1. South Africa  78%

   2. Mexico   78%

   3. Brazil   71%

   4. Argentina  66% 

   5. New Zealand  55%

Top 5 countries with most 
short form video app users 

►

   1. Brazil   58%

   2. Mexico   54%

   3. South Africa  53%

   4. Argentina  46% 

   5. South Korea  37%

of people have watched a 
music-focused TV show 
or film in the last month58%

►

►

Livestreamed concerts continue to prove popular►

of people said they had watched a music 
livestream, such as a concert, in the last month 

32%

A continued look at the different ways 
people are engaging with music
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8
Overall, people listen to an 
average of 8 genres of music

THE MOST POPULAR
GENRES AROUND 
THE WORLD 
Across 34,000 respondents in eighteen countries, 
over 500 different genres were named by at least 
one person as the music they typically listen to 
– including dangdut, disco polo and sertanejo - 
reflecting the rich and diverse music landscape  
fans now enjoy around the world.

Top 10 favourite
genres globally:

Local genres are consistently
popular across the world

1. Pop

2. Rock

3.   Hip-hop / Rap

4. Dance / Electronic

5.   Latin

6. Classical / Opera

7. R&B

8. Soundtracks

9. Country

10. Reggae

For instance:

BRAZIL: NIGERIA:

Afrobeats 

52%
Sertanejo 

47%
Samba / Pogade 

40%
Gospel 

51%

The number of favourite genres is 
highest in those people most engaged 
with music such as people who subscribe 
to audio streaming and those who buy 
vinyl: both groups listen to

9 genres on average 

Argentina
Timba

Brazil
Gaucho
Music

Australia
Cook Island

Music

New
Zealand
Samoan
Songs

Mexico
Norteño

Canada
Goregrind

USA
Motown

UK
Shoegaze

Italy
Liscio

India
Pahari

Folk

Nigeria
Apala

China
Cantonese

Music

Japan
Anime
Music

Indonesia
Dangdut

South
Africa

Maskandi

IFPI ENGAGING WITH MUSIC 202216 17
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Here are just some of the 500+ genres identified
as being enjoyed by music fans all over the world

►

►



RADIO CONTINUES
TO PROVE POPULAR,
WITH MUSIC DRIVING 
PEOPLE’S ENGAGEMENT 
The enduring popularity of radio 
continues, and music remains the key 
reason for people to tune in to their 
favourite stations around the world. 

Music fuels engagement with radio►

All age groups reported strong engagement with radio►

Music is still fundamentally important to radio’s offering to its listeners►

84%
If the radio no longer played music, 
84% of radio listeners would then seek 
music elsewhere, most often through a 
subscription streaming service

(Last month) 

73% 67% 63% 
Listen to the radio mainly 
for the music

Tune into their favourite radio 
station because of the music it plays

Said without music they 
wouldn't listen to the radio

16-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64

56% 73%69% 77% 76%
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MUSIC
PURCHASING
ACROSS THE
GLOBE 
People around the world continue 
to buy physical music.

12% purchased a CD 
in the last month

purchased vinyl in the last month 

8%

The most popular genres amongst vinyl buyers are: ►

The most common reasons people have to buy vinyl are:►

Pop Rock Hip-Hop Dance/ 
EDM

Classical / 
Opera

I like physically 
owning my music

49% I like the ritual of 
playing a vinyl record

36%

I want to support 
my favourite artists 
by buying the 
physical album

26%

I like reading liner 
notes

26%I like immersing 
myself in a full 
album 

28%

I like having the 
physical records to 
look at

41%

84%
of people who buy vinyl purchase new

66%
of people who buy vinyl purchase second-hand
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ENGAGING
WITH UNLICENSED
MUSIC

The availability of unlicensed 
music remains an issue for the 
whole music ecosystem,

with

almost a third
of people reporting to have used 
illegal or unlicensed methods to 
download and listen to music.

30%
used copyright 
infringement 

as a way to listen to 
or obtain music 

27%
used stream ripping 

sites as a way 
to listen to or 
obtain music

43% of 16-24s

40% of 16-24s

17%
said they had used an 

unlicensed mobile app to 
illegally download music

Stream ripping is the illegal practice of 
creating a downloadable file from content 

that is available to stream online. It is now the 
most prevalent form of online music copyright 

infringement.

WHAT IS Stream ripping?
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Use short-form video

Use licensed audio streaming

Discover a new artist or music weekly

Say music is important to their mental health

Use unlicensed or illegal ways to listen to music

65% 

88% 

71% 
67% 

73% 

9.5
Average number of methods 
used to engage with music

1. Bollywood (modern)

2. Bollywood (classic)

3.  Bollywood New Age 
(2000-2020)

4. Indian Hip-Hop / Rap 

5.  Bollywood Coming of Age 

6. Punjabi

7. Indian Pop

8. Hip-Hop / Rap

9. Bollywood Retro

10. Dance / Electronic

Top 10 genres: ►

COUNTRY
FOCUS:
     INDIA

Time spent listening to music each week►

25.7 hours
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1. C-pop

2. Pop

3.  Easy Listening

4. Anime / Anisong

5. Chinese Style

6. Chinese Folk

7. Classical

8. Soundtracks

9. Chinese Hip-Hop / Rap

10. K-Pop

Top 10 genres: ►

Use licensed audio streaming

96% 

Watched music-focused TV show or film in the last month

81% 

Use short form video

94% 

Said music is important to their mental health

66% 

Watched a music livestream in the last three months

76% 

Use unlicensed or illegal ways to listen to music

78% 

COUNTRY
FOCUS:

 CHINA

Time spent listening to music each week►

28.3 hours
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COUNTRY
FOCUS:

 INDONESIA

Time spent listening to music each week►

27.2 hours

Use licensed audio streaming

73% 

Watched music-focused TV show or film in the last month

78% 

Use short form video

82% 

Said music is important to their mental health

67% 

Watched a music livestream in the last three months

68% 

Use unlicensed or illegal ways to listen to music

80% 

9.6 Average number of 
methods used to 
engage with music

1. Indonesian Pop

2. Pop

3.  K-pop

4. Dangdut 

5.  Islamic Music

6. Hip-Hop / Rap

7. Rock

8. Classical

9. R&B

10. Jazz

Top 10 genres: ►
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COUNTRY
FOCUS:

 NIGERIA 

Time spent listening to music each week►

30.4 hours

1. Afrobeats

2. Gospel

3.  Nigerian Hip-Hop / Rap

4. Hip-Hop / Rap

5.  Nigerian Pop

6. Christian Music

7. Afrobeat

8. Blues

9. R&B

10. African

Top 10 genres: ►

Use licensed audio streaming

88% 

Watched music focused TV show or film in the last month

87% 

Use short form video

85% 

Use unlicensed or illegal ways to listen to music

88% 

Discover a new artist or music weekly

64% 

Said music is important to their mental health

82% 

Watched a music livestream in the last three months

64% 

Said they feel proud when an artist from Nigeria is globally 
successful

87% 10.2 Average number 
of methods used 
to engage with 
music
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